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CAN YOU SEE IT?
In the first game by The Working Parts, a lone frog descends into the depths of a flooded forest, not yet knowing the full extent

of it 5d3b920ae0
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"Hold on a sec, are those.aaaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHH!!!". Fun, short, unique game. Definitely worth it on sale..
What a grim and dark plot for such a cute frog! Play as a frog named Glenn, as you swim into the depths of the water until you
reach the bottom, finding waves of bubbles, frogs that need oxygen, as well as some u2026 pretty messed-up looking monsters,
all concluded with a final boss. Saving your froggie friends proves to be a very high priority, as there is an achievement for
saving all frogs, as well as reducing the chances of more monster spawns. Gathering oxygen is also a higher priority, as it saves
you, other frogs and destroys several enemies. The overall difficult of the game ranges from Easy-to-medium. There are only 3
types of enemies you have to overcome, and the boss is basically slowly dying as long as you stay alive in the final wave to the
end. Simple AWSD for movement and Space key to dash. There is a lack of options and settings to adjust the gameplay
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experience, but that does not seem to be a big issue here. The graphics are rendered fine, and the tutorial during the intro of the
game is transparent enough for the player to understand. The art was baffling. From the surface of the water, all the way to the
depth of the ocean, you watch as the underwater environment changes, from a natural ecosystem, to a toxic waste. The near end
gave me shivers, as I saw more and more grotesque-looking figures and monsters. The games thumbnail definitely presented the
gist of the game. Very simple animation and effects are included whether you are dashing, swallowing bubbles or being hit by
monsters and your health declines. A brown frog, is a dying frog, indeed. As stated initially, They Breathe is a cute yet grim
game about survival in an ecosystem consisting of Frogs. Plus, Oxygen. I remember Markiplier also having played this game,
which piqued my interest, besides my love for adorable frogs. The game itself is only about 0.50$ on-sale now, so, I would
recommend trying They Breathe.. Fun, short, unique game. Definitely worth it on sale.. What a grim and dark plot for such a
cute frog! Play as a frog named Glenn, as you swim into the depths of the water until you reach the bottom, finding waves of
bubbles, frogs that need oxygen, as well as some u2026 pretty messed-up looking monsters, all concluded with a final boss.
Saving your froggie friends proves to be a very high priority, as there is an achievement for saving all frogs, as well as reducing
the chances of more monster spawns. Gathering oxygen is also a higher priority, as it saves you, other frogs and destroys several
enemies. The overall difficult of the game ranges from Easy-to-medium. There are only 3 types of enemies you have to
overcome, and the boss is basically slowly dying as long as you stay alive in the final wave to the end. Simple AWSD for
movement and Space key to dash. There is a lack of options and settings to adjust the gameplay experience, but that does not
seem to be a big issue here. The graphics are rendered fine, and the tutorial during the intro of the game is transparent enough
for the player to understand. The art was baffling. From the surface of the water, all the way to the depth of the ocean, you
watch as the underwater environment changes, from a natural ecosystem, to a toxic waste. The near end gave me shivers, as I
saw more and more grotesque-looking figures and monsters. The games thumbnail definitely presented the gist of the game.
Very simple animation and effects are included whether you are dashing, swallowing bubbles or being hit by monsters and your
health declines. A brown frog, is a dying frog, indeed. As stated initially, They Breathe is a cute yet grim game about survival in
an ecosystem consisting of Frogs. Plus, Oxygen. I remember Markiplier also having played this game, which piqued my interest,
besides my love for adorable frogs. The game itself is only about 0.50$ on-sale now, so, I would recommend trying They
Breathe.. "Hold on a sec, are those.aaaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHH!!!". They Breathe is a game that's more of an
artistic experience with underlying meaning than something to just play through. As a frog living in a dying ecosystem it's your
task to dive below the surface and discover just what is killing all the other frogs, and attempt to save your home. Not all is as it
seems from the surface, and the terrors below won't be easily stopped. What looks at first to be just a pond with dying frogs
slowly reveals itself as a flooded forest with an underground cave, blocked by ravenous jellyfish that steal the oxygen from frogs
they come across, going so far as to absorb the deoxygenated frogs into their bodies. Oversaturate them with air bubbles to burst
them apart and progress downward into their source to discover just what happened to the once peaceful forest. From a
gameplay standpoint, They Breathe feels a lot like a mobile game in the best ways. With minimalistic controls and simple
combat it's easy to beat but provides a challenge to get all the achievements available. Visually, the atmosphere goes from bright
and vibrant at the surface starting point of the game to muted and dark toward the end. The mounting sense of dread that occurs
just off the visuals alone almost make They Breathe feel like a horror game, without outright being scary. The use of color to
show when the frogs start to run out of air and tell the difference between the poison and regular enemies is very clear and
stands out even in a literal sea of blue, brown and green colors. Nothing is quite so jarring as dying for the first time and being
dragged to the depths, or watching red blood bubbles float to the surface. For a short game about ecosystems and the underlying
dread of discovery, They Breathe is very well done and lives up to the $2 price tag. It takes about 20 minutes to complete the
game once, but can be replayable for hours in order to accomplish all the achievements. For those who enjoy short stylized indie
games that feel more like an existential experience than a game, They Breathe is a must-have.
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